Dare to Compare!
There are many choices in today’s above-ground pool market. Lomart pools are among
the best in the industry and we would like to prove it to you. Read over our facts and Dare
to Compare us with our competitors! We are confident you’ll agree – Lomart is your best choice
for above-ground swimming pools.

Heavier Pool Walls. Fact: Lomart Walls are made from heavier Copper Bearing Steel
than industry standards – 30 to 60 pounds heavier for superior strength.

More Vertical Supports. Fact: Lomart Pools have as many as 20% more
vertical supports than other brands to ensure stability during heavy family use or
the coldest of winters.

Trimline Oval Supports. Fact: Lomart Oval Supports extend only 9 inches
beyond the sidewall, not the standard 36 inches. This allows a Lomart 18-foot wide
pool to be installed in the same space as another brand’s 15-foot wide pool.

Precision Frame Holes. Fact: Lomart Pools are built with strength
throughout, right down to the vertical end cap holes that allow for precision-fit
construction. Other brands use the cheaper, easier to produce slotted holes that
weaken the pools structural integrity. Shake a Lomart pool and you’ll know it’s well built!

Family Safety Program. Fact: Lomart is committed to pool safety!
Our safety handbook, liner decals, video and signage, recommended by
the US Consumer Products Safety Commission, are included with
every pool!

Deep Swim Area Pools. Fact: Lomart Variable Depth Liners expand
to more than 72 inches deep for a large underwater swimming area.
Competitors raise their pool walls to 54 inches above ground reducing
or eliminating parental visual safety observation.

No Stainless Panel. Fact: Lomart Pools’ unique design protects the pool wall from leakage and damage. Using a special skimmer U-gasket and advanced wall coatings, Lomart
eliminates the dangerous effect of “Dissimilar Metal Corrosion” which is caused by incorporating stainless steel panels with galvanized steel pool walls. Over time this will cause the wall at
the two connection points to rust away and lead to pool failure. Our designs ensure structural
integrity and beauty throughout the Lomart Pool line.

